We present measurements of the complete terahertz (THz) electric near-field distribution, E x , E y and E z , in both the time-and frequency-domains, for subwavelength apertures and subsections of subwavelength aperture arrays. Measuring the individual components of the THz near-field with subwavelength spatial resolution, as they emerge from these structures, illustrates how the field interacts with the apertures. We observe the small but measurable y-and z-components of the electric field for both single apertures and arrays. Resonant contributions, attributed to Bloch modes, are detected and we observe the presence of a longitudinal field component, E z , within the different array apertures, which can be attributed to a diffractive effect. These measurements illustrate in detail the individual THz field components emerging from subwavelength apertures and provide a direct measure of two important mechanisms that contribute to the net transmission of light through arrays. 
Introduction
Enhanced optical transmission (EOT) in subwavelength hole arrays, first reported by Ebbesen et al. [1] , has been the subject of many studies in recent years. Several of these studies were aimed at elucidating and exploring the underlying physical mechanism of EOT [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , which has been attributed to surface plasmon (SP) resonances. A fundamental understanding of EOT has opened the door to several potentially interesting applications, including but not limited to biological and chemical sensing ( [8, 9] and references therein), active, directional control of SP propagation [10] and optical filtering [8] . At microwave and far-infrared frequencies, electromagnetic properties of metallic meshes and hole arrays were investigated as far back as the 1960s and 70s [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, as far as we can tell, experimental evidence for enhanced transmission at terahertz (THz) frequencies through periodic, subwavelength hole arrays was not reported until relatively recently, in the work of Rivas et al. [15] , where the arrays were made in doped silicon wafers. The transmission enhancement was attributed to coupling of the incident light to surface plasmon polaritons. Subsequently, many studies emerged, investigating enhanced THz transmission in subwavelength hole arrays and other structures [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Most investigations of enhanced THz transmission have been conducted in the far field. However, in order to understand how light emerges from arrays, near-field measurements are vital [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , as shown in recent near-infrared-and visible-wavelength, near-field array measurements [28] [29] [30] . This is because near-field information, such as the presence and interaction of evanescent fields, surface waves and the spatial distribution of the surface charge density, is inevitably lost in the far field.
Recently, we reported on the measurement of the THz electric near-field behind a subwavelength-sized hole, which was directly integrated onto an electro-optic detection crystal [27] . The component of the electric field polarized perpendicular to the metal (E z ) was measured, and it was shown how light emerges from a subwavelength hole with unprecedented detail. In a related work, Bitzer et al. [25] reported measurements of the transverse electric field component, parallel to the incident field, behind subwavelength holes and finite-sized hole arrays in free-standing foils. In that work, the authors utilized a small dipole antenna to measure the THz field and required a minimum distance of ∼35 μm between the samples and detector. This distance is expected to yield smaller near-field amplitudes and significant loss of detail, relative to the direct sample-detector integration utilized in the work of Adam et al. [27] and in this work.
Here we report on the measurement of all three electric near-field components, E x (t), E y (t) and E z (t), behind single subwavelength-sized holes and hole arrays with different periodicities. Our results reveal the presence of a significant y-component in the near field, measured directly behind the hole and hole arrays. Even for a single square hole, for which the y-component is expected to be small, a y-component is observed nonetheless, with deep sub-wavelength spatial resolution. In the hole arrays, we measure a significant longitudinal component of the electric field, E z , directly behind the apertures and near the onset of diffraction, λ = p √ ε, where p is the array period and ε is the dielectric constant of the substrate. This behavior is in strong contrast to the field distribution of a singular aperture and a cylindrical waveguide. We measure spectral signatures of surface plasmons in the arrays, for all field components, consistent with the theoretical predictions of Bloch modes. Our results provide insight into the near-field behavior of subwavelength structures, where various diffractive and resonant contributions combine to form the field transmission that is observed in the far field.
Experimental technique
THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), with current transient THz generation and electro-optic detection [31] , is used to image and characterize subwavelength structures in the near field, in both the time-and frequency-domain. An illustration showing how the samples are imaged is given in Fig. 1(a) . THz light is focused onto subwavelength structures using an off-axis parabolic mirror. The electric near-field is detected with an initially counter-propagating, near-infrared probe beam (λ = 800 nm) [23, 27, 32] , which is tightly focused to a small spot immediately beneath the metal structure. The THz near-field elliptically polarizes the probe beam, which is reflected to a standard electro-optic detection setup. The delay between the probe beam and THz beam is modulated at 50 Hz, allowing us to measure a 25 ps-long THz transient in 10 ms. Samples are raster scanned in the focal plane of the THz beam, and the THz near-field is measured pixel by pixel, while the incident THz beam and the probe remain fixed. The x, y, and z-components of the THz electric near-field are measured by choosing a suitable probe beam polarization and crystal orientation for the electro-optic detection crystal. We use a (111) crystal orientation to measure the x-and y-components, and a (100) crystal to measure the z-component [33, 34] . As we will show below, this setup has an estimated spatial resolution of ∼ 10 μm.
The advantage of using THz-TDS is that we directly measure the three electric near-field components in the time domain, giving us both the field amplitude and relative phase. This is an important distinction from measurements conducted at optical wavelengths, where typically only the optical power is measured [28] [29] [30] . Two subwavelength, circular aperture arrays with periods P = 90 μm and P = 160 μm, and identical aperture diameter (d = 60 μm), as well as a third, larger array (d = 200 μm; P = 300 μm) were studied in this work. A microscope image of the P = 90 μm array is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The apertures are arranged in a square lattice and are formed in a 200 nm-thick gold layer that is deposited directly onto a GaP detection crystal, which has a thickness of ∼ 300 μm. The integration of the array directly on top of the detection crystal avoids complications arising from Fabry-Perot effects between the sample and detector. Single, isolated, circular apertures (d = 20 μm, 60 μm and 150 μm) as well as a square aperture with a side length of 200 μm, were also studied. The 150 μm, circular aperture and the square aperture are formed on the same wafers as the arrays; the 20 μm and 60 μm apertures are made in a 500 nm-thick gold layer, on a thicker GaP crystal (∼ 500 μm). Note that the gold layer in all samples is thick enough to prevent significant direct transmission of THz radiation in the regions between apertures, since the skin depth of gold is ∼80 nm at 1.0 THz.
Subwavelenth apertures
In Figs area for these data was 315 μm x 315 μm. The bright areas correspond to high field amplitude and dark areas correspond to low field amplitude. The polarization of the incident THz beam is indicated in the figure. These data completely characterize the THz field in a plane immediately beneath the aperture. The free-space wavelength corresponding to a frequency of 0.2 THz is 1.5 mm, 10x larger than the aperture diameter. The figure shows that the x-component is strongest in the middle of the aperture and has a non-spherically symmetric spatial distribution. This shape follows from the incident field polarization which breaks the spherical symmetry, along with the requirement that at the metal surface, there can be no field component parallel to the metal. The y-component of the field consists of four lobes inside the aperture, with adjacent lobes 180°out of phase. The z-component of the field, which can be directly related to the surface charge density, is concentrated at the top and bottom aperture edges, where each lobe is also 180°out of phase, confirming earlier results [27] . These results can be understood by realizing that at THz frequencies, where metals act much like perfect conductors, the boundary conditions for the time-dependent electric field dictate that the field must always be perpendicular to the metal surface. Inside the hole, therefore, at the rim of the aperture, a y-component must be created. This is shown in Fig. 2(d) , where we present a vector field plot of the measured in-plane electric field components, E x and E y . The figure clearly shows that the in-plane electric field is perpendicular to the metal edge. Loosely speaking, the shape of the hole forces changes in the electric field direction, to fulfill the boundary conditions of the EM-field. In Fig. 2 (e), we show a calculation of the in-plane electric field in the plane z = 0, calculated using Bouwkamp's model [35] . As Bouwkamp's model is based on a hole in a perfectly conducting, infinitely thin plane, infinitely strong fields are predicted at the edges of the hole. In Fig. 2 (e), these field vectors are drawn with a finite length, and the figure can therefore only be used to compare the direction of the calculated and measured field vectors, not their lengths. Keeping this limitation in mind, we observe that the measurements and calculation are in good agreement with each other. The measurements also show a finite field just beyond the aperture rim, at the metal, whereas the model predicts that the in-plane field should be zero at the metal surface. This can be explained by the fact that the measurement technique also measures fields a short distance away from the metal, where finite in-plane fields are allowed [27] .
The in-plane component of the field perpendicular to the incident field polarization can be particularly difficult to measure for certain aperture shapes. For example, the y-component for a square aperture is expected to be weaker than that observed in a circular aperture of similar dimensions, simply due to the geometry of the aperture. Figure 3 shows a measurement of E y for a single, isolated, square aperture in a 200 nm-thick gold film at 0.2 THz. The aperture dimensions are 200 μm per side and the total scan area for this measurement is 400 μm per side. Bright color corresponds to positive field amplitude and dark color corresponds to the contrary. The dashed line shows the outline of the aperture. In general, this field component is orders of magnitude weaker than the propagating field, and is strongest very close to the aperture edge. The measurement technique employed here is sensitive enough to measure these extremely weak fields, precisely because the fields are measured in a plane that is very close to the sample structure where the near-fields are strongest.
One can begin to see the limit of our spatial resolution in Fig. 4 , where we plot E z for three different aperture diameters: 150 μm, 60 μm and 20 μm. The images are scaled according to aperture size. The figure shows that for decreasing aperture size, the shape of the aperture becomes relatively less well resolved. The spatial resolution can be difficult to quantify, since the aperture edges, in a plane immediately beneath the metal, do not behave like step functions with regard to the light transmission. However, based on these images, we can conservatively estimate that our spatial resolution is ∼10 μm. This estimate is consistent with our prior near-field measurements of a 100 μm-diameter hole, which showed sharp features in the z-component of the field measured at the edge of the hole [27] . Note that, although the three apertures in Fig. 4 resemble each other, the near-field spectra are not the same. The electric near-field measured underneath the smallest aperture contains mostly higher frequency components, as is expected for apertures of decreasing size.
Subwavelength circular aperture arrays
Near-field images of the THz peak-peak electric field amplitude for the P = 90 μm array are shown in Fig. 5 . The scan dimensions are ∼200 μm x 200 μm. In Fig. 5(b) and (c), bright color corresponds to positive field amplitude and and dark color corresponds to negative field amplitude, while the color scale in Fig. 5 (a) corresponds to positive field values only. These images correspond to a time when the emerging THz fields reach their maximum amplitude. Our measurements allow us to measure the sign of the individual field components. This can be seen in Figs. 5(b) and (c), where the blue and red colors correspond to field components that are 180°out of phase. We are capable of resolving images as well as obtaining spectral information down to ∼ 0.2 THz, which corresponds to a free-space wavelength that is 25x larger than the aperture diameter. This frequency is well below the waveguide cutoff frequency for a 60 μm diameter circular aperture, determined to be ν c = 0.89 THz. Here, ν c is calculated assuming that the hole is filled with its dielectric substrate. This reduced cutoff is consistent with the observed behavior of single, isolated, subwavelength apertures reported in Adam et al. [27] . As in the case of the single aperture, these images, taken together, completely characterize the THz electric near-field in a plane immediately beneath the metal layer. Measuring the fields very close to the metal/dielectric interface again allows us to image the weaker, though non-negligible y-and z-components of the electric field. THz-TDS allows us to obtain not only amplitude, but also relative phase information [25] . For instance, amplitude and phase images of E z for the P = 90 μm array are shown in Fig. 6 at two different frequencies. The color bars correspond to the relative phase angle in degrees; red colors signify positive phase and blue colors signify negative phase. These frequency-domain data correspond to the same apertures shown in the peak amplitude, time-domain images in Fig. 5 . The top two images in Fig. 6 show the amplitude and phase images at 0.468 THz. The amplitude image looks very similar to the peak amplitude image in Fig. 5 . The phase image shows bands of positive and negative phase, indicating that the fields at the aperture edges are 180°out of phase. The amplitude and phase images, shown in Figs. 6(c) and (d) respectively, are plotted at a frequency of 1.0 THz. The relatively weaker, horizontal bands that appear between the apertures in Fig. 6(c) are consistent with the model proposed by Bravo-Abad et al. [36] , in which the transmission is governed by interplay between resonant and nonresonant contributions, and the bands themselves represent a standing surface wave. Remarkably, at this frequency, the amplitude image shows concentration of field not only around the aperture edges, but also within the apertures. In fact, measurements of the field for a single, isolated aperture of identical size give no indication of similar features inside the hole. This is a strong indication that it somehow results from interactions between the holes. The fact that we do observe something might be caused by our measurement technique that likely integrates the THz field over a small but finite distance in the electro-optic detection crystal [27] . To study the origin of the field we observe within the aperture, we plot in Fig. 7 the THz spectral transmission, normalized against the spectrum of the incident THz field, for a single isolated aperture (dotted line) and a single aperture in the center of an aperture array with 90 μm periodicity (solid line). The array transmission increases approximately linearly with frequency until it reaches a point at ∼ 0.8 THz, where a peak begins to emerge. This peak reaches a maximum at 0.96 THz, very close to the waveguide cutoff (ν c = 0.89 THz) for a GaP-filled waveguide and also close to the frequency where we observe the emergence of a field within the aperture (see Fig.  6 (c)). Nitrogen purging eliminates the possibility that these spectral features originate from water vapor absorption. The idea that this peak may originate from a waveguide resonance or otherwise 'deviant' waveguide behavior can be eliminated when one compares these data to the single aperture data. In that case, the normalized transmission increases linearly with frequency and appears to gradually level off near 1.0 THz. Note the absence of a comparably sharp peak near the cutoff frequency.
Diffractive contributions
In Fig. 8 , we show time-and frequency-domain data for a single aperture in the middle of the P = 90 μm array. Samples are measured in a sealed, nitrogen purged environment, thus eliminating water vapor absorption and the possibility that the peak observed in the spectrum is an associated artifact. Comparison of transmission for a single 60 μm-diameter aperture in the center of the P = 90 μm array (solid line) and for a single, isolated aperture having the same diameter (dotted line); both data sets correspond to a single pixel on the upper aperture edge and are normalized to the incident THz field. The single aperture was made in a 500 nm-thick gold layer that was deposited on a ∼ 500 μm GaP crystal. The array data were recorded in a nitrogen-purged environment, while the single aperture data were not.
image. Three cases are plotted here: the raw uncut data from a single pixel on the aperture edge (dotted red line); the same data, windowed such that the first etalon pulse, which originates from multiple reflections within the GaP crystal, is excluded (solid red); and data from a single pixel in the middle of the aperture (solid blue), also windowed to exclude the first etalon pulse. The data for the time-domain amplitude image in Fig. 8 corresponds to a time of 3.81 ps, which is much earlier than the arrival of the first etalon pulse at ∼ 10 ps, thus eliminating the possibility that the field within the aperture is a Fabry-Perot effect. In Fig. 8(b) , we show frequency-domain data for the two pixels corresponding to the time-dependent fields measured inside the aperture and at the aperture edge, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The field spectrum at the aperture edge exhibits a peak close to the waveguide cutoff, followed by a local minimum at ∼ 1.10 THz. We note that the positions of these spectral features can vary by a few tens of GHz in different pixels. This is likely due to a lower signal-to-noise ratio at this frequency. The peak we observe might be explained by increased diffractive contributions from the surrounding apertures that become more prominent as one approaches the cutoff frequency from above. In this picture, the combination of decreased transmission near the waveguide cutoff and increased diffraction at the longer wavelengths combine to produce a peak [27] . The field spectrum within the aperture is noteworthy. At low frequencies, the field within the aperture is very small. Evanescent light transmitted through the aperture is strongly diffracted and therefore, any longitudinal component we observe should be highly localized on the aperture edges. At ∼ 0.89 THz, the transmission begins to rapidly increase, reaching a peak at ∼ 1.10 THz. This peak is located at approximately the same frequency at which the first local minimum is observed in the spectrum from the aperture edge. The emergence of field within the array apertures is also observed in the time-domain; a movie showing the time-evolution of E z as it emerges from the aperture shown in Fig. 8 is available online. If one considers how the collective arrangement of subwavelength apertures, in the form of a bigrating, interacts with the incoming light, then the field we observe within the aperture might be explained as a manifestation of Wood's anomaly [37] . This phenomena occurs in diffraction gratings, when the diffracted light is tangent to the plane of the grating, thus resulting in a minimum at a given diffraction order. For a grating with square lattice and light at normal incidence, the frequency at which we should expect to observe a minimum from Woods anomaly is given by [38] :
where m,n corresponds to the diffraction order, a o = array period, and ε d is the real part of the substrate dielectric constant. For the P = 90 μm array on a GaP substrate (ε GaP = 10.89), this corresponds to a frequency of 1.01 THz for the (0, ±1) and (±1, 0) diffraction orders. This is close to the minimum we observe in the spectrum at the aperture edge, as well as the concomitant maximum we observe within the aperture. The minimum at the aperture edge might originate from interference between the light emerging from the aperture and diffracted light which is propagating parallel to the array surface. Similar effects are observed for a different array with larger apertures and a different periodicity (d = 200 μm, P = 300 μm; data not shown here). Preliminary numerical simulations also show the presence of a longitudinal component underneath the apertures. However, more work must be done in order to clarify its physical origin. This is currently under investigation.
Resonant contributions
The peaks observed in the E z spectrum from the aperture edges of the P = 90 μm array (see Fig.  8 ) can also be explained as enhanced electromagnetic transmission, which is a consequence of resonant coupling of the THz light to surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) modes [16, 17, 40] . At normal incidence, and for an array with square lattice, the wavelength at which one should expect to observe resonant surface modes can be approximated by [3] :
where a o is the array periodicity, m and n are integers, ε d is the real part of the dielectric function for the dielectric interface and ε m is the real part of the dielectric function for the metal. At THz frequencies, the dielectric function of typical metals becomes quite large and they behave like perfect electric conductors. Note that this is not a limitation for the formation of bound surface modes, so long as the surface is structured [12, 39, 40] . In the limit of large ε m , the approximate wavelength of surface plasmon resonances is then given by the right-hand side of Eq. 2. In the P = 90 μm array spectrum (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 ), Eq. 2 predicts peaks in the transmission at 1.01 THz, corresponding to the mode (m,n) = (±1, 0), and at 1.42 THz, corresponding to the next higher-order mode (±1, ±1). These values are very close to the peaks we observe at 0.96 THz and a broad peak at ∼ 1.42 THz in the measured spectrum. In subsequent references to SPP modes, we will not differentiate positive versus negative (m,n) in the notation. Signatures of resonant array contributions are also manifested in the spectra of the x-component and y-field components. In Fig. 9 we plot the transmission of the x-component of the field, normalized to the incident field, for a single pixel from an aperture in the middle of the P = 160 μm array. The sample was measured in a nitrogen-purged environment. Peaks in the transmission spectrum, indicated with arrows, match well with SPP contributions predicted by Eq. 2 (ε d = ε GaP = 10.89). Note that not all of the higher-order modes are well resolved. In particular, we only observe a slight shoulder near 1.13 THz where we should observe the (2,0) mode. One must, however, bear in mind that the spectrum shown in Fig. 9 is not the integrated spectrum for the entire array; it is from a single pixel only, comprising an area that is much smaller than the surface area of the whole aperture. One might therefore expect that, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, the weaker modes may be less well resolved. This might also help to explain why we do not observe a more significant transmission enhancement at resonant frequencies. Also recall that we measure the THz field within the GaP substrate. The coupling of THz light to surface modes as it emerges from and is diffracted by the apertures on this side of the array may be less efficient, relative to the air/metal interface. The large index mismatch between air and GaP is expected to reduce transmission enhancement for evanescent waves that are coupled on either side of the array [4] . The fact that the fundamental and next higher-order modes are not stronger can also be explained by this confluence of circumstances, along with the fact that these modes occur at frequencies that are below the cutoff frequency (ν c = 0.89 THz) for a circular waveguide with diameter, d = 60 μm. Recall that these apertures behave as if they are waveguides that are filled with their dielectric substrate. In spite of this, we are still able to resolve several resonant modes. Though we observe signatures of SPPs in the transmission spectra of the arrays, we do not directly observe their presence in the time-dependent array images. A movie showing time-evolution of E z as the field emerges from a single aperture in the middle of the P = 90 μm array is available online. In principle, this should be possible since we directly measure the longitudinal component of the THz near-field. In the time domain, one might expect to observe, for instance, a small field propagating away from the apertures in the direction of the incident THz polarization. The fact that we do not conclusively observe such a thing might be because the plasmon field is relatively weak when compared to the field at the aperture edges, which effectively eclipses everything around it. Even if we observe some THz light that seems to propagate along the surface, we could not necessarily differentiate between a propagating SPP and diffracted THz light grazing the surface. This is because, for small THz wavevectors, the dispersion curve of the SPP is not very different from the diffracted light line. In order to verify the presence of SPPs, one would need to measure the complete dispersion curve, which would require a much larger spatial measurement (e.g. farther away from aperture or edge). Another possibility is that SPPs might not be present. There are alternative explanations for extraordinary optical transmission that rely on other mechanisms exclusive of, or in addition to SPPs, though we will not explore them in detail here [41, 42] .
Near-field images of array subsections at resonant frequencies can provide additional insight into the potential role of plasmons or other resonant processes in shaping interactions among the apertures. For instance, a very interesting phenomena can be observed in the x-component of the field for both arrays at a frequency close to the first SPP mode (at the metal/GaP interface: 1.01 THz for the P = 90 μm array, and 0.568 THz for the P = 160 μm array). In Fig. 10 , we show amplitude and relative phase images of E x for the P = 160 μm array at 0.579 THz. Bright color corresponds to high field amplitude and dark color to low field amplitude. This frequency is very close to the first resonant surface wave contribution at 0.568 THz on the metal/GaP interface (the (1,0) mode). Note the presence of field in the spaces between the rows and columns of apertures. The relative phase of these features is similar to the phase of the field emerging from the apertures. This effect is much more prominent and easy to see for the larger array shown in Fig. 10 , but also seems to be present in the P = 90 μm array (not shown). This is likely due to the smaller spacing between the apertures in the smaller array. One might think that since this field appears at resonant SPP frequencies, it could be a result of constructive SPP interference. We do not directly image plasmons when measuring the transverse field components very close to the array. If there is interference between plasmons, then the only way to observe this would be if, somehow, the resultant field is scattered into forward propagating electromagnetic radiation. However, since our measurement technique integrates the field for a small distance in the electro-optic detection crystal, especially in the case of the propagating field component, E x , it might be possible to observe an x-component originating from plasmons or plasmon interference. One must also consider the fact that the fields appear in the spaces between the aperture rows. The plasmons that are coupled to the array should mirror the incident THz polarization, making it seem less likely that the plasmons would somehow interfere and form an x-component at these locations. It seems far more likely that such interference would be located directly above and between the apertures. If these effects are not coming from SPPs, then perhaps they originate from interference of diffracted light due to the presence of the array. Further studies are needed to confirm this.
Conclusion
Measurements of the x-, y-, and z-components of the THz electric near-field as they emerge from subwavelength apertures and aperture arrays illustrate how light interacts with these structures and can also reveal how they interact with each other. This is information that can be difficult to obtain in a far-field measurement, where such interactions may be inferred rather than directly measured. In this work, we have shown not only how THz light emerges from single subwavelength apertures, but also how both resonant and diffractive processes are manifested in the near-field and may contribute to the overall spectrum of aperture arrays. An understanding of near-field interactions, such as the behavior of evanescent light and surface plasmons will be essential for potential future applications in near-field microscopy and spectroscopy, amongst other applications.
